Name ___________________________ Date ______________

Use your centimeter ruler to measure the length of the objects below.

1. The picture of the animal track is about _________ cm long.

   ![Animal Track](image1)

2. The picture of the turtle is about _________ cm long.

   ![Turtle](image2)

3. The picture of the sandwich is about _________ cm long.

   ![Sandwich](image3)
4. Measure and label the length of each side of the triangle using your ruler.

- Side A __________ centimeters
- Side B __________ centimeters
- Side C __________ centimeters

a. Which side is the shortest? Side A, Side B, Side C

b. What is the length of Sides A and B together? __________ centimeters

c. How much shorter is Side C than Side B? __________ centimeters